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Looking after your future
Capital or
wealth
preservation
has become
an increased
priority for
high net
worth
individuals in
recent years
and not just in
the west, the
China Private
Wealth
Report 2013,
by Bain &
Company and
China
Merchants
Bank, has
reported a
change in the
spending and
investment
habits of
China’s
millionaires in
the last few
years.

recent poll by deVere Group
of 880 High Net Worth
clients has found that the
most common mistake they
make when investing is to
fail to diversify sufficiently – 23% fell foul
of that error. Diversification has become
the buzzword following the economic crash
in 2008. Anyone who had all their eggs in
an equity basket, especially if it was their
retirement fund that was maturing, was badly
burnt. Ensuring our portfolios are balanced
and diversified makes common sense.

A

One of the other findings of the deVere
Group poll was that 16% of those interviewed
fail to regularly review their portfolio. Our
appetite for risk changes throughout our
lifetimes, dependent on circumstances
and age. Experts advise us to be a little
more adventurous when we’re younger
and investing for retirement so that we can
maximise returns, but as we get older and
our money creation opportunities reduce,
then we need to ensure our nest egg is
safe. With ageing populations in the west,
there are more retirees seeking stable, low
risk investments, and at a time when the
bank interest rates are at an all time low.
The ultra rich are increasingly diversifying
their portfolios with “passion investments”
or “alternative collectibles”, but they can be
volatile and subject to fashion cycles, the art
market being a particular example. They can
also create storage headaches. A classic car
can’t be left untouched for years as it would
simply deteriorate, plus you need the space
to keep it. Wine also has to be stored at the
correct temperature, and conversely you
can’t touch it or enjoy it, unless you want
to completely negate your investment.
Gold has been used as a store of wealth
for centuries, and for many it is a vital
part of their balanced portfolio. It’s not
usually an asset bought for short term gain
however, and so it is easy to buy some metal
and then just forget about it, leaving it in
whichever vault you originally chose.
Our customers appreciate that we deal
with independent vaults operated by the
world’s leading operators, such as VIA
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MAT, Brink’s, Rhenus, Malca Amit and G4S
in a choice of locations, and they benefit
from the transparent, low storage fees that
include comprehensive insurance cover
and regular independent audits. If you’re
not getting that from your current provider
then perhaps it’s time to review where your
precious metals are being held. GoldMoney
is able to easily assist customers to transfer
their metal from their existing provider to
one or more of our vault facilities; as a way of
managing and diversifying their portfolio.
Capital or wealth preservation has become
an increased priority for high net worth
individuals (HNWIs) in recent years and not
just in the west, the China Private Wealth
Report 2013, by Bain & Company and China
Merchants Bank, has reported a change in the
spending and investment habits of China’s
millionaires in the last few years. They now
want to preserve their wealth and leave it
to their families and so their investment
habits have evolved. “Wealth preservation”
is now placed higher in their objectives
than “wealth creation”, which used to be
top of the list, according to the report.
Concurrent with this is the fact that the
Chinese are not only the biggest producers,
but also the biggest consumers of gold, and
their government is actively encouraging
its citizens to acquire more. It is not rocket
science to work out that the Chinese view gold
as a long term store of wealth and are buying
up the world’s stocks at an increased rate.
At GoldMoney, we have noticed a marked
trend in the last two years, of gold leaving
our western vaults for those in the east.
The West appears to be left behind in the
physical storage of wealth. It might be
time for us to review our precious metals
portfolios and start to redress the balance.
After the crash of 2008, gold dramatically
rose in price jumping from around US$730
an ounce to a peak of US$1,834 an ounce
in September 2011. Gold is seen as a safe
haven, and with its record of preserving
purchasing power over centuries, it is an asset
we in the west may sorely miss should the
world’s economies dip into recession again.
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Nobody would suggest
you put all your eggs in
one basket – even if
they’re golden eggs; but
as any good mother hen
knows, it’s also not a
good idea to wander off
and leave them
unattended. Jacquie
Williams, Head of
Verification and
Relationship
Management at
GoldMoney, takes a look
at the importance of
balance and review in an
investment portfolio.
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